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  This was the first year the Manitowoc County Radio Club (ManCoRad) used LTC’s Backup 

Emergency Operation Center (EOC) for Field Day as well as the first time we setup an official satellite 

station utilizing LTC’s Kenwood TS-2000 radio, a home built EZ-Lindenblad Satellite antenna, and a 

laptop computer loaded up with the FREE application Ham Radio Deluxe which tracks satellites and 

controls the TS-2000’s special satellite communication features.  This station was setup in a camping 

trailer in the parking lot outside of the LTC Public Safety Building. 

    

                 The EZ-Lindenblad 2m/70cm antenna                                   Satellite Station using a Kenwood TS-2000 

After 16.5 hours of no satellite contacts, confident everything was correct; I was beginning to 

question the radio setup or a possible antenna problem. The International Space Station (ISS) was about 

to pass over again at 6:31am. Cruising at 17,204 MPH and 186 nautical miles above earth there was a 6 

minute window where I can use the 437.800MHz uplink/145.800MHz downlink Amateur Radio repeater 

system on the ISS or otherwise called ARISS to contact another earth based radio operator to get the 

100 points for a Field Day satellite contact. 

 

Screenshot of the satellite module in Ham Radio Deluxe 



Waiting patiently watching the map, the ISS was just into range when I hear the following words 

very clearly out of the satellite station’s radio, “CQ Field Day this is VA3CSA aboard the International 

Space Station” then he pauses and repeats again, “This is VA3CSA aboard the International Space 

Station”.  As I stood there staring at the radio for a few seconds in disbelief what I had just herd and 

realizing nobody was answering back, I grabbed the microphone and belted out Whisky Nine Delta 

Kilowatt (W9DK, the clubs call sign used for field day) and then I get the reply back, “Whisky Nine Delta 

Kilowatt I hear you loud and clear, please copy Victor Alpha Three Charlie Sierra Alpha” (VA3CSA) 

“One Alpha ISS” (1A ISS is his Class of station and Section, the information needed to exchange to count 

as a field day contact) I reply back with QSL, please copy Two Foxtrot Wisconsin, that’s Two Foxtrot 

Whisky Indigo, (QSL means acknowledgment in amateur radio speak and 2F WI was the clubs class and 

section).  He acknowledges my information, says “good luck on field day” then begins calling CQ Field 

Day for the next lucky radio operator to make contact with the ISS. 

 

Just a cool picture of the EZ-Lindenblad from the ground up 

 

The astronaut I spoke with aboard the International Space Station was Robert (Bob) Thirsk - Radio 

Amateur VA3CSA, Canadian Astronaut, Mechanical Engineer, and Medical Doctor  

 

VA3CSA - Robert (Bob) Thirsk 



 

Glowing with all the excitement of making contact with the ISS and knowing the 10 hours of labor put 

into making the antenna combined with the anxiety of waiting over a year to use the antenna didn’t go 

to waste and finally paid off with a single contact. We later learned that US Amateurs talking to the crew 

of the ISS does not qualify for the 100 bonus satellite contact points since it was not another ground 

station contacted through the ISS, “earth-space-earth contact” 

 BUT  

Making a contact with an astronaut on Field Day has its own reward, one that I will probably remember 

for the rest of my life. 

 

KC9JGE – Martin Suettinger 

ManCoRad Vice President 2009 

www.w9dk.com 

 

ISS Info 

http://www.issfanclub.com/ 

 

The EZ-Lindenblad Antenna 

http://www.arrl.org/qst/2007/08/monteiro.pdf 

 

AMSAT – The Radio Amateur Satellite Corporation 

http://www.amsat.org 

 

ManCoRad Radio Club 

http://www.w9dk.com 
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